Children’s Language
Club 2020
Enhancement Program
Virtual School

HISTORY
In the year 1965 in Buenos Aires province, Argentina, Miriam Viggiani
produced a television program for children called “Chiquilandia”
which was centered on education. Chiquilandia was created “to teach
children in a fun way, so that they can enjoy and internalize each moment
and each experience.”
This same standard led Chiquilandia to broaden its horizons and
become a “Children’s Language School.” The school began teaching
secondary languages such as: Spanish, English, French, Italian, Portuguese
and other languages. Chiquilandia has taught children as young as six
months of age.
After enjoying much success in Argentina with seven language schools
and laboratories, Chiquilandia moved to the United States in 1978 and
has been able to provide a very successful language program until today.

A Child Can Naturally Acquire
a Second Language!
The most appropriate and beneficial period in which a child learns a foreign
language is during their first five years of life.
“During these years, the developing brain unconsciously tracks the sounds and
contours of the languages that surround them, noting the patterns and the
subtle differences between sounds. This is an ideal time to introduce foreign
languages to kids and to encourage cross-linguistic learning.”
Dr. April Benasich, Director of the Infancy Studies Laboratory at the Center for
Molecular & Behavioral Neuroscience, Rutgers University

A child:
▹ is naturally born with a hunger to learn
▹ understands and is able to learn up to five languages simultaneously
▹ finds the new language useful when it is fun for him/her
“Once kids turn six their brains become much less receptive to foreign languages-the window on language learning basically starts to close pretty
dramatically-- so this is the one thing parents need to jumpstart even before kids
go to PreK,” says Pimsleur Levine.
Experts recommend that the “optimal” period to learn a second language is
from birth to puberty.

CHIQUILANDIA
CLASSES BEGIN THE
FIRST WEEK IN SEPTEMBER

Starting at 2 years of age
ONLINE CLASSES
▹ Small groups and 1 on 1
▹ Teaching through music, songs,
and games
▹ Summer, spring, and winter
immersion camps

CHIQUILANDIA
I would like for my child to
participate in the virtual
enhancement program (Please print):
Child’s Name

___ Spanish

▹ Bilingual speakers
▹ Trained in early childhood
▹ Motivated and interactive

___ French

___ English

LANGUAGES
▹ Spanish

Parent’s Name

▹ Spanish
▹ French
▹ English
COSTS
▹ Registration

Age

Language(s) program selection:

INSTRUCTORS

LANGUAGES

The future
of your Child
is in your hands…

▹ French

Tel. #

▹ English

Email address

$ 80*

▹ Evaluation
$ 55* (as needed)
▹ Materials
$ 80
▹ Once a week
$ 95 monthly
▹ Twice a week
$185 monthly
▹ One on one available upon request
▹ 10% discount if entire semester is paid
in advanced.
▹ Payment is due between the 1st and
5th of each month. Late fee will apply.
*one time fee for new students

Space is Limited!

Payment Information

Payment accepted through Venmo, Zelle,
and PayPal:

* Miriam Viggiani for registration,
evaluation, and materials (one time fee).
For
Monthly Classes…

* Carole Barou for French
* Miriam Viggiani for Spanish
* Alexandra Viggiani for Spanish and
English

Miriam Viggiani
miriamchiquilandia@gmail.com
786.247.1170

